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Abstract—Similar to Virtualization, Linux Containers (LXC)
provides high-performance, lightweight computing resource allocation and isolation. Each LXC container has a resource overhead
smaller than that of a virtual machine, leading to signiﬁcantly
lower container migration time and making frequent container
placement modiﬁcation a viable optimization technique. Traditional container scheduling mechanisms do not leverage this
property of LXC. Generally, a scheduler tries to ﬁnd the most
optimal placement for a new container; the allocated host then
executes the scheduled container until the end of the container’s
life cycle. This strategy works ﬁne for short-lived containers. With
a long-lived container such as a server process becoming more
and more common, and the container placement calculated at
the beginning of the execution may not remain optimal during
the container’s lifetime, since the other containers are moving
in and out of the cluster. This research proposes container
rebalancing, a novel scheduling mechanism with a rebalancing
process working alongside a scheduling process. The container
rebalancing method increases LXC cluster utilization while
maintaining minimal interference with the scheduling process.
This is done by continuously modifying container placement, by
using the rebalancing process, in order to load-balance utilization
of each host in the LXC cluster. LXC cluster simulation driven by
Google’s cluster data is used to verify the feasibility of container
rebalancing. Simulation results show an observable increase
in container scheduled rate and cluster utilization with no
drawback, suggesting that container rebalancing is a promising
method.

 

 

 







  



 







 

 

 

 






 


Figure 1: Abstraction comparison between Virtualization and
Linux Containers

signiﬁcantly faster and require less storage space compared to
VM (as elaborate in Section II). These advantages make many
LXC-based tools such as Docker [7] and CoreOS [8] popular
alternatives to full virtualization-based solutions [9]. Figure 1
illustrates the difference between Virtualization and LXC.
Rapid container migration is a powerful technique made
possible with LXC. An LXC container (referred to here as
“container” from this point onward) may take seconds to boot
up whereas a similar VM may take minutes. A container
also takes less disk space than a VM, since a container does
not have to contain the whole operating system. These two
traits combined make container migration much faster than
migrating the VM and offer a feasible resource management
technique.
None of the existing container orchestration solutions take
advantage of rapid container migration. With the rising popularity of LXC, many tools and technologies are being developed [10]–[13]. However, they concentrate on resource
management and do not try to take advantage of the unique
capabilities of LXC such as rapid container migration.
This paper explores the possibility of leveraging rapid
container migration as a resource management technique in
conjunction with existing optimization techniques so as to
increase data center efﬁciency. In the process, we proposes

I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtualization technology [1], [2] allows resources on a
single computer to be sliced into multiple isolated units.
This technology is considered mature and is commonly used
in data centers to enable more granular resource allocation
resulting in a more ﬂexible resource management, as well
as a higher resource utilization. With Virtualization, resource
isolation is achieved by virtualizing an entire computer with an
allocated amount of resources. Each virtualized unit is called a
“virtual machine” (VM). This method, however, takes inherent
performance overhead [3].
Linux Containers (LXC) [4] is another technology for resource isolation. Instead of virtualizing an entire machine, thus
requiring a separate “guest” operating system, LXC provides
each “container” with its own separate Linux environment
while still sharing the same underlying Linux kernel. Compared to VM, an LXC container takes signiﬁcantly lower performance overhead [5], [6]. LXC containers are also instantiate
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“container rebalancing”, a novel mechanism with a rebalancing process constantly optimizes LXC container placement by
using rapid container migration.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides a brief introduction to LXC technology and common
LXC cluster scheduling mechanisms. Section III proposes a
container rebalancing mechanism. Section IV describes the
performance evaluation of container rebalancing using an LXC
cluster simulation and the results. Finally, Section V provides
the conclusion.

High VM migration time is a problem for migrationbased scheduling strategy [15]. With signiﬁcant reduction in
migration time of LXC, rapid container migration becomes a
viable optimization strategy.
C. LXC Scheduling and Overcommitting
Existing scheduling solutions for LXC clusters are typically
designed as a general-purpose scheduling platform [10], [11].
While some solutions are designed speciﬁcally for managing
LXC clusters by providing convenient workﬂow for containerized application deployment [12], [13], they are not taking
advantage of LXC’s unique capability. Even with a fairly efﬁcient scheduling algorithm, actual resources utilization could
still be at about 50–60%, while available resources (such as
CPU cores and memory) are mostly allocated [16].
One common technique for increasing scheduling efﬁciency
is overcommitting resources [17], [18]. Overcommitting is
done by allowing the scheduler to allocate more resources
than the actual capacity of the system on the assumption that
allocated resources are typically higher than actual utilization.
This method increases scheduling efﬁciency because it is
difﬁcult to predict accurately the required amount of resources
leading to the common occurrence of an over-allocated resources request [11], [16]. Overcommitting is commonly done
statically by setting a static overcommit ratio for each type of
resource.
The overcommit ratio should not be set too high or too
low. Setting overcommit ratio too high increases the chance of
container failure (as there are not enough actual resources for
the operations), increases the risk of resource congestion, and
causes instability [19]. Without overcommitting or by setting
the overcommit ratio too low (for a given system), resources
are underutilized, which means inefﬁcient scheduling and a
waste of resources.

II. BACKGROUND
This paper proposes container rebalancing, a novel method
to increase LXC cluster efﬁciency by increasing the optimal overcommit ratio using rapid container migration. The
approach is explained in detail in Section III. This section
gives a brief introduction to Linux Containers technology
and the rapid container migration technique. This section
also discusses existing LXC resource management techniques
including overcommitting.
A. Linux Containers
Linux Containers (LXC) is a technology that combines
several Linux kernel features to create a contained process
called “container”. Each container has its isolated view of the
operating system environment with only an allocated amount
of resources, virtually achieving an isolated Linux environment
without the use of Virtualization technology. LXC’s containers
incur signiﬁcantly lower performance overhead than Virtualization since LXC’s containers work on an operating-systemlevel [5], [6]. LXC may be viewed, in a sense, as a lightweight
Virtualization, though there are several differences.
LXC technology offers several advantages over Virtualization. Since creating a new container is essentially the same
as spawning a new process, a container could be instantiated
almost immediately. A container also typically requires less
disk space, since it does not contain the whole operating
system. Docker reduces the disk space requirement further by
using AuFS to enable a layered ﬁle system, allowing images
to be stacked on top of each other. This results in each image
containing only the data which differs from base images [14].

III. C ONTAINER R EBALANCING
Container rebalancing takes advantage of rapid container
migration to increase the efﬁciency of LXC cluster scheduling.
This section explains the design goals and mechanism of
container rebalancing.

B. Rapid Container Migration

A. Design Goals

Migrating an LXC container could be considered as a trivial
operation. Total time for migrating an isolated computing unit
(tmi ), whether it is a container or a VM, could be broken down
into 3 parts: disk copying time (tdisk ), memory copying time
(tmem ), and instantiation time (tinst ). The following equation
describes the model of total migration time:
tmi = tdisk + tmem + tinst .

Three goals are considered in designing a container rebalancing method: proactive-optimization, compatibility, and
scalability.
1) Proactive-Optimization: Container rebalancing anticipates future workloads and proactively optimizes container
placement accordingly. Common scheduling methods usually
optimize container placement reactively in response to changes
in available resources. Proactive optimization enables the
system to prepare quickly for future workloads and it works
especially well in a busy cluster. This approach requires
rapid migration which is a costly operation with Virtualization
technology. With LXC, rapid container migration is a relatively
cheap operation, thus making proactive optimization viable.

(1)

Container migration time is greatly reduced compared to
migrating a VM since speedy instantiation (small tinst ) and
a relatively smaller disk space requirement (leading to small
tdisk ) are traits of LXC. This reduction of migration time is
an important feature unique to LXC.
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2) Compatibility: Container rebalancing should work
alongside the existing scheduling process. Task scheduling is a
rigorously researched area, and existing algorithms are fairly
efﬁcient. Instead of designing a better scheduling algorithm
to replace an existing one, container rebalancing should be
another process that works in conjunction with the scheduling
process while minimizing interference to the scheduler.
3) Scalability: Container rebalancing should be able to handle a large number of containers efﬁciently. Since a container
usually requires fewer resources than a VM with a similar
conﬁguration, an LXC cluster is expected to be able to deal
with a higher number of containers. Google cluster data is a
1-month trace from one of Google’s LXC clusters [20], [21].
This single month of data already contains 24,281,242 distinct
tasks (containers). Given the expected size of the LXC cluster,
the container rebalancing technique should be able to scale up
gracefully.
































(a) Structure of a container in terms of resource



 

B. Implementation
The container rebalancing method consists of the rebalancing process that works alongside the scheduling process to
load-balance resources between hosts of the cluster in realtime. This dynamic load-balancing process increases the probability of overcommit success as it proactively prepares rooms
for overcommitting resulting in a higher optimal overcommit
ratio. Figure 2 provides an example case illustrating the beneﬁt
of the container rebalancing method. Before the rebalancing
process (Figure 2b), only host B has enough resources to
accommodate overcommitted containers. However, both hosts
have an equal chance of being overcommitted as both of them
are equally allocated, making host A prone to overcommit
failure. After the rebalancing process (Figure 2c), both hosts
can accommodate overcommitted containers, thus increasing
the chance of overcommit success.
To minimize the effect on the scheduling process, only
actual resource utilization is load-balanced while resources
allocation is maintained. Actual resources utilization of a
container is often signiﬁcantly less than the allocated amount
of the container, as it is difﬁcult to predict accurately and
subject to human errors [16]. This trait of container request
makes it possible to load-balance actual resources utilization
while still maintaining the same allocation amount on each
host dictated by the scheduler.
For scalability, the container rebalancing mechanism only
load-balances long-lived containers. Container requests can
be classiﬁed into two groups: long-lived (service) containers
and short-lived (batch) containers. Although most containers are short-lived containers, most resources of the system
are consumed by long-lived containers [11]. By considering
only long-lived containers, the container rebalancing process
maintains signiﬁcant impact on the system while drastically
reducing the number of containers the process must keep track
of.
The container rebalancing process is divided into four
repeating steps:





   

 

   








(b) Example cluster before rebalancing process



 





   

 

   








(c) Example cluster after rebalancing process

Figure 2: Example case illustrating the beneﬁt of the container
rebalancing method

1) Container Classiﬁcation: Containers are classiﬁed into
long-lived containers or short-lived containers as they are
inserted into the system. The classiﬁcation is done using
container runtime duration in each container request.
2) Building Comparable Container Space: Long-lived containers are grouped together according to the amounts of
their allocated resources and according to their assigned hosts,
creating comparable container space.
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Table I: An example job in the workload
Job ID
6252082279
6252082279

Container Index
0
1

Start Time (μs)
6736765567
6736765567

Duration (μs)

CPU Request (cores, normalized)

Mean CPU Usage (cores, normalized)

98000000
98000000

6.76000e−3

6.17230e−3
4.22395e−3

6.76000e−3

3) Searching Comparable Container Space: A pair of hosts
with a signiﬁcant resource utilization difference is selected.
Comparable container space is then searched for the pair
of containers from this host pair with the highest container
actual utilization difference. This pair of containers is called
a “swappable container pair”.
4) Container Swapping: Each container in the swappable
container pair is migrated to the host of its counterpart.
By repeating this process, overall utilization of the cluster
is load-balanced while still retaining the original allocation
assigned by the scheduler on each host. Better load-balanced
cluster leads to a higher overcommit success rate, a higher
optimal overcommit ratio, and a higher cluster utilization.

B. Simulation
The simulation is an event-driven simulation with four
processes running simultaneously: producer, scheduler, rebalancer, and monitor. The general scheduling mechanism is simulated using producer, scheduler, and monitor processes. The
rebalancing mechanism is simulated using all four processes.
Each machine in the simulated cluster has the same number of
CPU cores which is equal to the number of CPU cores in the
machine with the most cores in Google’s cluster data. 2,000
machines in the LXC cluster are simulated in this research
so that the total number of cores in the cluster is roughly
equal to total number cores in Google’s cluster. Although
Google’s cluster data contains the trace of a full month, to
speed up the process, only the ﬁrst week of the records was
used in the simulation. SimPy 3.0.8 [22] was chosen for the
implementation due to the authors’ familiarity with Python.
1) Producer: The producer process inserts a “job” into
the “job queue” when the simulation time reaches the starting time of each “job”. Algorithm 1 describes the producer
process. Using the recorded duration in the trace data, this
process also categorizes each “container” in a “job” as a longlived container or a short-lived container. Containers with a
duration shorter than 2,000 seconds are categorized as a shortlived containers, while the rest are categorized as a long-lived.
2,000 seconds was chosen as the threshold given that the 80th
percentile runtime of a short-lived container is 12–20 minutes
and that of a long-lived container is 29 days, according to the
work by Schwarzkopf et al. [11].
2) Scheduler: The scheduler process implements a common
scheduling strategy with overcommitting. Algorithm 2 describes the scheduler process. The scheduler handles container
requests in a “job” batch. The scheduler uses a random-ﬁrstﬁt algorithm to ﬁnd an open slot for each “job” for speed and
simplicity. If all “containers” in a “job” could not be scheduled
simultaneously, the “job” is skipped and queued for retrying
during the next scheduling iteration. For this simulation, the
rebalancing interval is set to 3 seconds and max retries is set
to 300 times allowing a job to stay in the queue for about 15
minutes. If the “job” could not be scheduled within this time, it
is skipped. Scheduled “jobs” and “containers” may fail if they
are allocated to an overcommitted host which lacks sufﬁcient
actual capacity to facilitate them.
3) Rebalancer: The rabalancer process searches through
scheduled containers for swappable container-pairs as described in Subsection III-B, and migrates each container to
its counterpart’s host. Algorithm 3 describes the rebalancer
process. The search is performed in the host’s utilization-difference order and the container’s mean-cpu-usage-difference
order respectively. A “container” with a mean CPU usage

IV. E VALUATION
An LXC cluster simulation is used to evaluate the performance and validate the feasibility of the container rebalancing
mechanism. The simulation compares performance in terms
of container scheduled rate and cluster utilization of a general
scheduling mechanism (using only a scheduling process) to the
container rebalancing mechanism (using both the scheduling
process and the rebalancing process). The simulation is driven
by a real-world workload from Google’s cluster data. This
cluster trace data is collected from Google’s LXC cluster covering the period of one month and is publicly available [20],
[21].
A. Workload Data Preprocessing
The workload for the simulation is extracted from Google’s
cluster data and organized into “jobs” and “containers”. A
“job” contains one “container”, or multiple identical “containers” that have to be considered together while scheduling.
Table I shows the organization of the workload and an example
job. Google’s cluster data already organizes the information
into “jobs” and “tasks”. A “task” is an equivalent to a
“container” in the workload organization. Google’s cluster
data contains 672,074 jobs and 24,281,242 tasks from a 1month period. Containers that are started before the trace
period or still running after the trace period are excluded,
since it is impossible to know the exact duration of these
containers. 869,283 containers (3.58% of the total containers)
are excluded in this process.
CPU cores are the only resources taken into account in the
simulation. This is to simplify the simulation process and is
required, due to time constrains, to speed up the simulation
time. More investigation will be done to quantify the effect
of this simpliﬁcation on the accuracy of the result. The value
provided by the trace data is normalized with the number of
cores in the machine with the most cores in Google’s cluster
for obfuscation [20], [21].
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Algorithm 1 Producer Process
loop
Get job from preprocessed trace data (ordered by start time)
if job : start time exceeds current simulation time then
Step current simulation time to start time
end if
Categorize and mark containers in the job as long-lived container or short-lived container
Insert job to job queue
end loop
Algorithm 2 Scheduler Process
1: loop Every scheduling interval
2:
Get job from job queue
3:
if job : retries > max retries then
4:
Mark job and corresponding containers as skipped
5:
else
6:
Try scheduling all containers in the job into the cluster using random ﬁrst-ﬁt algorithm
7:
if job could not ﬁt into the cluster then
8:
job : retries = job : retries + 1
9:
Put job back to job queue
10:
else
11:
if Scheduled job cause over-utilization in the cluster then
12:
Mark job and corresponding containers as f ailed
13:
else
14:
Mark job and corresponding containers as scheduled
15:
for all container in job : containers do
16:
if container is long-lived container then
17:
Add (container, host) to scheduled long lived containers list
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
end if
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: end loop
Algorithm 3 Rebalancer Process
1: loop Every rebalancing interval
2:
max host = host with maximum CPU utilization
3:
min host = host with minimum CPU utilization
4:
if CP U (max host) − CP U (min host) ≥ cpu utilization dif f erence threshold then
5:
container pairs = LongLivedContainers(min host) × LongLivedContainers(max hosts)
6:
Create empty candidate pair
7:
for all pair in container pairs do
8:
if pair can be swap without exceeding available resources on both host then
9:
if (candidate pair is empty) ∨
10: (CP U U tilizationDif f erence(pair) > CP U U tilizationDif f erence(candidate pair)) then
11:
candidate pair = pair
12:
end if
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
if candidate pair is not empty then
16:
Swap container of the candidate pair
17:
end if
18:
end if
19: end loop
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difference lower than 0.3 is considered comparable. For this
simulation, the rebalancing interval is set to 3 seconds, and
the cpu utilization difference threshold is set to 0.1 to keep
the rebalancing process from being too aggressive.
4) Monitor: The monitor process keeps track of resource
utilization of hosts and containers in the cluster and also generates reports. After every monitoring interval of 60 seconds, this
process logs utilization of each host in the simulated cluster
and computes evaluation metrics, including container scheduled rate and its variances, as described in Subsection IV-C.
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C. Results
Three metrics are used as the indicators of the performance
of the simulated cluster: container scheduled rate (CSR),
long-lived container scheduled rate (LCSR), and short-lived
container scheduled rate (SCSR). These metrics are deﬁned
as follows:
CSR =
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(b) Long-lived Container Scheduled Rate

Figure 3 shows CSR, LCSR, and SCSR from the simulations with various overcommit ratios. The resulting CSR
suggests that the optimal overcommit ratio of the simulated
cluster with the general scheduling mechanism is about 1.3.
The optimal overcommit ratio increased to about 1.4 with the
container rebalancing mechanism. From the results, LCSRs
also conform with CSRs, and there is no remarkable improvement with SCSRs. These two facts suggest that, among the
factors contributing to the increase in utilization, rebalancing
only the long-lived containers is signiﬁcant.
There are notable CSR, SCSR, and LCSR drops at an
overcommit ratio of 1.6. They are considered to be outliers and
disappear when the random seed of the simulation is changed.
Figure 4 shows the average utilizations of the simulated
clusters using the general scheduling mechanism and the
container rebalancing mechanism. Figure 5 shows changes in
utilizations of the simulated clusters over the course of the
simulations. Only the overcommit ratios of 1.3 and 1.4 are
shown in the ﬁgures since they are optimal overcommit ratios
for general scheduling and container rebalancing, respectively.
The results suggest that, at any given simulation time, the
container rebalancing mechanism typically produces a higher
cluster utilization compared with the general scheduling. Container rebalancing also outperforms general scheduling even
at their respective optimal overcommit ratios (as indicated by
comparing (a) the container rebalancing at overcommit ratio
1.4 to (b) the general scheduling at overcommit ratio 1.3).
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(c) Short-lived Container Scheduled Rate

     

Figure 3: CSR, LCSR and SCSR from the simulations
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D. Discussion
From the results (Figure 3), container rebalancing increases
the optimal overcommit ratio of an LXC cluster by a small

  

    



Figure 4: Average cluster utilizations from the simulations
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Figure 5: Cluster utilizations from the simulations
margin. This increase still creates observable utilization improvement in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The improvement is
desirable as there is no drawback to using cluster rebalancing.
Container rebalancing also improves cluster performance
(measured by container scheduled rate and cluster utilization
in this research) regardless of the overcommit ratio. We
believe that this is because a load-balanced cluster enables
more containers to be successfully overcommitted, allowing
more works to be done with the same amount of resources.
Speciﬁcally, in this simulation, at overcommit ratio 1.4, 1.8%
more containers are executed (an increase from 4,958,643
containers to 5,050,295 containers).
The overcommit ratio should be determined speciﬁcally
for each cluster. Although the results suggest that the container rebalancing mechanism increases the overcommit ratio,
multiple factors are inﬂuencing the optimal overcommit ratio
of a particular cluster. For example, the number of hosts,
the capacity of each host, and the scheduling algorithm can
drastically change the value. Cluster simulation could be
used to calculate the optimal overcommit ratio by using a
cluster conﬁguration similar to the targeted cluster and the
real captured workload.
Rapid container migration adds little or no overhead to the
execution. At overcommit ratio 1.4, 67,718 unique containers
are migrated. This number is 1.32% of all containers in the
simulation (5,127,542 containers) and 5.96% of all long-lived
containers in the simulation (1,136,517 containers). Figure 6
shows the distribution of unique containers by their migration
count at overcommit ratio 1.4. Around half of the affected
containers are migrated only once. Almost all of the affected
containers are migrated less than 20 times. Migrating a container is also considered a trivial operation (as is discussed
in Section II). The other overcommit ratios display similar
results; only the result at overcommit ratio 1.4 is shown, since
it is the optimal overcommit ratio of this simulation.



 

   














               

   



Figure 6: Distribution of unique containers by their migration count throughout the container rebalancing simulation at
overcommit ratio 1.4
Due to time constraints, various compromises are taken to
keep each simulation runtime to less than 24 hours. Although
Google’s cluster data contains one month of trace data, the
simulation only simulates a single week, using the data of
the ﬁrst week in the trace. The results from Figure 5 are
approaching stable values, which suggests that simulating only
the ﬁrst week is enough to get meaningful results. The results
may be considered preliminary, because the simulation only
takes into account a single resource, the CPU cores. More
work has to be done to validate if cluster rebalancing is also
feasible for multi-objective optimization. As a start, fuzzysets and weight-averaging fuzzy operators could be used to
approach multi-objective optimization. This is similar to the
approach in the work of Xu et al. [23].
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes container rebalancing, a novel scheduling mechanism with a rebalancing process working in conjunction with an existing scheduling process of LXC clusters.
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Container rebalancing takes advantage of LXC’s rapid container migration to increase the optimal overcommit ratio of
an LXC cluster. This improvement, in turn, increases overall
resources utilization of resources of the cluster.
The simulation is used to evaluate the performance and
validate the feasibility of container rebalancing. Although
many simpliﬁcations and compromises have been made due
to time constraints, the results still suggest that container
rebalancing is a promising method. More work is being done
to investigate the effectiveness of this method, to improve the
accuracy of the simulation, and to see the effect of this method
with multi-objective optimization.
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